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Abstract. A well-known result of Cook asserts the completeness of Hoare's logic for while-programs 
relative to any expressive structure. In this paper we present awide and natural class of structures 
whose members are either expressive or make Hoare's logic strongly incomplete r lative to them, 
in the sense that a trivially true partial correctness assertion is not Hoare-derivable from the first 
order theory of the structure. The definition of this class is related to the so-called unwind property 
for while-programs, and its behaviour follows from quite general sufficient conditions for strong 
relative incompleteness. We state also two questions about he connections among inexpressive- 
ness, relative incompleteness and strong relative incompleteness, and point out the seeming 
difficulty of answering them. 
1. Introduction 
We use the term 'Hoare's logic' to denote the formal system created by Hoare 
[11] for reasoning about the partial correctness of programs. We restrict ourselves 
to Hoare's logic for deterministic while-programs, as defined in [3, Section 2], 
although our main results apply also to wider formalisms, as we shall see later. The 
reader is referred to Section 2 in order to review the basic notions of Hoare's logic 
and get acquainted with our notation. 
Cook [9] gave a rigorous proof of the soundness of Hoare's logic and noticed 
that the first order theory of a structure ~ is reducible to the partial correctness 
theory of ~t. He introduced the notion of relative Completeness and observed that 
Hoare's logic can be incomplete relative to certain structures. As noticed by Apt 
[3], relative incompleteness i  due in many cases to the fact that the partial correctness 
theory is not r.e.; sufficient conditions ensuring this have been obtained by Andrrka, 
Nrmeti and Sain [1] and also by Bergstra nd Tucker [7]. The last mentioned authors 
used the notion of halting-problem for while-programs on an arbitrary structure and 
showed that several natural structures do not possess any sound and decidable 
Hoare-like logic for their while-programs. 
Relative incompleteness of Hoare's logic can be attributed to the fact that first- 
order languages may be too weak assertion languages, at least in certain cases. In 
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order to study completeness issues while abstracting from this eventual weakness, 
Cook [9] introduced the notion of expressiveness and proved the completeness theorem 
bearing his name: Hoare's logic is complete relative to any expressive structure. In 
the absence of expressiveness, everything can happen. Wand [19] found a very 
simple inexpressive structure relative to which Hoare's logic is incomplete. In 
contrast with the examples from Bergstra and TucKer [7], Wand's structure has a 
trivial halting problem. On the other side, Bergstra nd Tucker [6] have shown that 
expressiveness i  not a first-order property of structures and that Hoare's logic can 
be complete relative to an inexpressive structure whose first-order theory has some 
expressive model. 
It seems reasonable to assume that for a 'natural data type' M, inexpressiveness 
and relative incompleteness of Hoare's logic should be equivalent. In order to 
investigate this, we shall consider the class CL of all structures ,ff such that some 
while-program is total but does not unwind over M (in the sense defined in Urzyczyn 
[18] and Kfoury [13]). We shall also use the following notion: Hoare's logic is 
strongly incomplete relative to the structure ~¢ iff some partial correctness assertion 
of a particularly simple form is true in every structure and not Hoare-derivable 
from the full theory of M (see Definition 3.1.1). In Corollary 3.1.6, we shall show 
that for each M ~ CL, either ~¢ is expressive or Hoare's logic is strongly incomplete 
relative to M. This follows from our Theorem 3.1.3 and Lemma 3.1.5, which stablish 
quite general sufficient conditions for strong relative incompleteness. As we shall 
see, some previously known results are implied by ours. In fact, we do not know 
whether Hoare's logic can be incomplete, but not strongly incomplete, relative t~ 
some structure. We also do not know whether Hoare's logic can be complete relative 
to some structure whose theory has no expressive models. These two questions hall 
be briefly discussed in the last part of the paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the basic notions of first-order logic 
as exposed for instance in [10]. In this preliminary section we review the basi, 
notions of Hoare's logic for deterministic while-programs, fix the notation and stat, 
some auxiliary results. As main general reference for Hoare's logic we wish t, 
indicate [3]. 
2.1. Syntax 
We consider first-order languages with equality of any finite similarity type ~'. W 
use "~"  for the equality symbol of the formal language and "="  for ordinar 
equality in the metalanguage. V={vo, vb . . . ,  vu...} is a canonical ist of th 
individual variables; x, y, z, u, w, . . .  denote arbitrary variables. We write r, s, t , . . .  
T(~') for terms; dp, qJ, X, Tl,~,...~L(~') for formulae; and a ,~,y , . . .~  W(~') fc 
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while-programs of Similarity type z. As in [3], quantifier-free formulae shall play for 
us the rSle of boolean expressions in while-programs. 
All the occurrences of variables in a term or program are said to be free. The 
notion of free occurrence of a variable in a formula is defined as usual. For 
tz ~ T(z) u L(z) w W(z),  let fr(tz) denote the set of all variables which have some 
free occurrence in/z. To express that f r ( /z )_  {x l , . . . ,  xn} we shall write/z =/z(;¢). 
For t~ , . . . ,  t, ~ T(z),  the result of the simultaneous substitution of t~ , . . . ,  t, for 
x~, . . ,  x, in tz (renaming bound variables of lZ to avoid collision, if necessary) 
shall be written tz[t/x]. 
We shall say that the similarity type z has boolean values if[ there are at least two 
different erms without free variables in T(z) ; we agree to denote them, if existing, 
by 0 and 1. 
Lastly: The set PCA(z)  of the partial correctness assertions (p.c.a.'s) of similarity 
type z, consists of all the formal expressions zr={~b} a {~,} where ~b, ~,~ L(z) are 
called precondition and postcondition, respectively, and a is the program. 
2.2. Semantics 
Terms, formulae, programs, and p.c.a.'s have to be interpreted in structures. A 
r-structure M consists of a domain A, which must be a nonempty set, and a proper 
interpretation tr~ for each symbol tr ~ z. The set S(M) of the M-states is the collection 
of all mappings 8, e,...'V-->A. Given 8~S(M) ,  the M-state e such that 
e(xi)=ai~A for l<~i<<-n and e(y)=8(y)  for all variables y~ V-{x l , . . . , xn}  is 
written 8[ ~/ ~c]. 
We adopt also the following notations: " t~(8)  '' denotes the value of the term t 
on M in state 8; "M~b(8)"  means that the formula is true on M in state 8. The 
notations " t~(~/~)  '' and "M~b(~/~)"  presuppose t= t(~) and ~b = ~b(~), respec- 
tively, and refer to any state 8 such that 8(~) = ~. 
We shall call r-specification to any set Ax c_ L(z) of formulae, which are to be 
thought as their universal closures and intuitively represent axioms true on the 
intended data-type. Computational ly interesting specifications are r.e. and have a 
computable initial model M, given by an algebraic specification which is later 
expanded to Ax. The behaviour of Hoare's  logic relative to algebraic specifications 
has been investigated by Bergstra and Tucker [5] and shall not be considered in 
this paper. 
Let Ax be a r-specification, M be a r-structure, and let ~b ~ L(z). We put ~b ~ := 
{~e S(M)IM~b(B) }and define 
M~b iff ~b a=S(M)  (Misamodelof~b);  
M~Ax iff M~b for every ~beAx (M is a model of Ax); 
Ax ~ ~b iff sit ~Ax  implies sit ~ ~b for every M 
(~b is a logical consequence of Ax); 
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Th(M):={~beL(~-)IM~&} (the theory of M); 
Th(Ax) := {~b e L(~')IAx~b} (the theory of Ax). 
Recall that two r-structures M and ~ are elementary equivalent (in symbols, 
M=~3) iff Th(M) =Th(~) .  
We leave the reader free to choose any reasonable semantics for the while- 
programs, which makes sound the axioms and rules of Hoare's logic (as given in 
[3, Section 2]) and allows to define the state transformer a ~ : S(M) - ~ S(~¢) induced 
by the program a e W(r) on the z-structure ~t, and the length la~(8)] of the 
computation of ~t started with input 8 e S(M) on M. Notice that a u is a partial 
mapping; "a~(~)$ '' and "a~(B)t '' indicate convergence and divergence of the 
computation, respectively. One has la~(8)l e t~w{~} and a~(8)=~ iff a~(8)~. 
For a program a=a(~) ,  the notation a~(a /~)= b means that a~(8)= 8[b/~c] for 
each ~¢-state 8 with 8(~)= ~. 
Given 4~, 4' e L(r), a e W(~') and a z-structure ~¢, we define the strongest post. 
condition 
S~(&, ~):= (el3a(8 ~ ~ ~ ^  ~(a)  = e))___ S(M), 
the weakest precondition 
w~ (~, 4') := {a lve(~ ~'(a) = e-~ ~ 4'~)} ~_ s(~), 
the domain 
and the graph 
r " (~)  := {(a, e) I ~"(a)  = ~}~ s(~¢) x s(~¢). 
The p.c.a. 7r ={~b} tr {4'} is said to be true in M, in symbols M~¢r  if[ for every 
B e d~ ~ either a~(8)~ or a~(B) e 4'~. Note that: 
M~{~b} a {4'} if[ Sp~(~b, a)___ 4'~ if[ ~b ~___ Wp (a, 4'). 
~r={&} a {4'} is a logical consequence of Ax, in symbols Ax~r  if[ er is true in 
every model of Ax. The sets 
HTh(M):={~rePCA0")]M~r} and nTh(Ax):={~rePCA(~)lAx~r} 
are called the partial correctness theory of M and Ax, respectively. 
2.3. Proof theory 
We assume familiarity with the axioms and inference rules from first-order logic 
and from Hoare logic as stated in [3, Section 2]. We write 
Dr(Ax) := {~b e L(z) IAx~b } 
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for the set of formulae (whose universal closure is) formally derivable from Ax in 
first-order logic, and 
HDr(Ax) := {Tr ~ PCA(~) IAx~r} 
for the set of p.c.a.'s derivable from Ax (i.e. using formulae of Dr(Ax) as premises 
for the rule of consequence) in Hoare's logic. HDr(~)  stands for HDr(Th(~t)). 
We know that Dr(Ax)=Th(Ax) because of G6del's completeness theorem. 
HDr(Ax) ~ HTh(Ax) holds also, by the soundness of Hoare's logic (see [3]). When 
HDr(Ax) = HTh(Ax) we say that Hoare's logic is complete relative to Ax. Hoare's 
logic is said to be complete relative to ~ iff HDr (~)= HTh(~t). 
2.4. Some results 
The following fact is stated by Bergstra nd Tucker [6, 7] and can be proved easily. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Given aprogram a(~) ~ WOO, " n . . . n variables y disjoint from x, and a natural 
number k, a quantifier-free formula ConV~,k(~; ) can be effectively constructed such 
n,I 
that for every r-structure ~ and arbitrary ~, b ~ A" the following holds: 
I'i IPl n 
s~Conv, , ,k(a;b/x;~) iff 
a'~(~t/~c) = b and k. 
Using this lemma, one gets the following result (see Wand [19] and Bergstra nd 
Tucker [6, 7]). 
Corollary 2.4.2. For arbitrary r-structures "~l, "~2 and specifications AXl, AX 2 ~_~ L(~') 
one has 
HTh(M~) = HTh(M2) /ff Th(M~) = Th(M2) 
and 
HTh(Axl) ---- HTh(Ax2) iff Th(Ax,) = Th(Ax2). 
It follows that HTh(M)= HTh(Th(~)), i.e., the partial correctness theory of a 
structure is identical to the partial correctness theory of its complete specification. 
The following is a well-known result (see, for instance, [16]). 
Theorem 2.4.3 (Normal form theorem for while-programs). Assume that the similarity 
type z has boolean values 0 and 1. For each a(~c) ~ W(7) it is then possible to construct 
m m 
another while-program fl(~, y,  z), where y,  z are new variables and such that 
(a) /3 = flo; while z ~ 1 do/31 od where/3o is a composition of assignments of O, 1 
to some of  the new variables ~,, z and fll does not include any while construct; 
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(b) for every ~'-structure M with 0~1 ~ and arbitrary ~A" :  ~(~)~ iff 
,~  n n /3 (a, (0~) m, 0~)$ ; in addition, x assumes the same values during both computations, 
and fl~ acts as the identity on any state such that 8(z) ~ 1 ~. 
Definition 2.4.4. Let M be a y-structure. A set of states E ___ S(~d) is definable in 
iff E = X ~ for some formula X c L(~-). The graph of a(~)~ W(T) is definable in 
iff there is some formula X(~; ~) s L(T) (where the variables ~ are disjoint from ~) 
such that the equivalence 
n rl t l  
a~(~t/~c)=b if M~X(~t;b/x;~) 
n 
" A". holds for every a, b 
The following characterization of expressiveness is easy to justify. In fact, it 
follows from a more general result of Olderog [17] (see also Josko [12]). 
Definition and Lemma 2.4.5. Let M be a ~--structure and a ~ W( ~'). The following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) S~(qb, a) is definable in M for every precondition d? ~ L(I-). 
(b) W~p (Ot, tp) is definable in M for eveiy postcondition 0 ~ L(~'). 
(c) F~(a)  is definable in M. 
I f  these conditions hold for every program a ~ W( T), then M is said to be an expressive 
structure. 
Cook's completeness theorem, proved in [9], asserts that Hoare's logic is complete 
relative to any expressive structure. Actually, Cook's proof can be slightly refined 
to obtain a characterization f completeness relative to any specification. To state 
it, we need a lemma and a definition. 
Lemma 2.4.6 (Proof decomposition lemma). Given any specification Ax ~ L(T) one 
has 
(a) Assignment: 
Axe-{,/,} x:= /ff 
(b ) Composition: 
;t3{q,} 
iff, for some intermediate assertion 77 ~ L( r), 
Ax~{4~} a {rt} and Ax~{rt}/3 {0}. 
(c) Conditional: 
Ax~{~b} if X then a else/3 fi {0} 
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( d ) lteraffon : 
Axl-{&} while X do oL od {~} 
for some invariant asse~on, 
Axt -¢ -+r / ,  Ax~-{r/^x} a {rl} , Ax~-(r/^-7X)-+~b. 
Proof. Easy induction on the construction of programs. This lemma was implicitly 
used by Wand [19] and stated in the present form by Bergstra and Tucker [4]. [] 
Definition and Lemma 2.4.7. Let ,;g be a r-structure. For arbitrary a, fl c W( r) and 
&, ~b, X ~ L(z), define 
E~i,({4~} a ;fl {6}) := Sp~(4~, a),  
Em~ax({~}a,fl{~}) := Wp~(fl, 6), 
Em~i,({4~} while X do a od sg( , while X do ~ od), 
where a = a (~), ~ are new variables, and "--7~ ~ ~" abbreviates "A 1<~i-< n -Txi ~ yi", 
Em~ax({4~} while X do a od {g~}) := Wp ~ (while X flo a off, g~). 
Say that E ~_ S( ~g) is an intermediate property for {4~}a ;/3{g~} iff a~ ( rk ~) c__ E and 
~(E)  c_ g,~. This happens iff 
Say that E c_ S(sg) is an invariant property for {4~} while fin X od {g~} / f f4~ ~ E, 
a~(E ~x~)~ E and E -x~ c g~ . I f  this happens, then _ _  _ _  Emi n ({~} while X do a od 
{~})~ E _~ Em~a~({4~} while X do a od {~}). 
Define a specification Ax ~_ L( ~-) to be weakly expressive iff the two following condi- 
tions hold: 
(a) For every {4~}a;fl{g~}~PCTh(Ax) there is a formula ne  L(~') defining an 
intermediate property in each model of Ax ; 
(b) For every {4~} while g flo a od {g~} ~PCTh(Ax) there is a formula ~0 ~ L(~') 
defining an invariant property in each model of Ax. 
Lastly: Let ~g be weakly expressive if Th(~g) is weakly expressive. 
Theorem 2.4.8. Hoare's logic is complete relative to a given specification Ax iff Ax is 
weakly expressive. In particular, Hoare" s logic is complete relative to a given structure 
sg iff sg is weakly expressive. 
Proofsketeh. For the ' i f '  direction, assume that Ax is weakly expressive and that 
{&} y {g~} e PCTh(Ax). To prove that {4'} Y {g~} ~ HDr(Ax), use Lemma 2.4.6 and 
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induction on 3'. The case where 3" is an assignment is trivial. If 3' is a conditional, 
it suffices to apply the induction hypothesis to the components of 3'. If 3" is a 
composition or an iteration, apply the weak expressiveness of Ax and the induction 
hypothesis. For the 'only if', assume that HTh(Ax)= HDr(Ax) and {Oh} 3" {~}~ 
HTh(Ax), where 3" is a composition or an interaction. Then {~b} 3' {~b} ~HDr(Ax) 
and by Lemma 2.4.6 we know that the derivation can be decomposed by means of 
an intermediate or invariant assertion 7/. By the soundness of Hoare's logic, r/defines 
the desired intermediate or invariant property in each model of Ax. [] 
Actually, this is no deep result; it amounts merely to a semantical nalysis of the 
structure of proofs in Hoare's logic. But it can help to the intuition. Consider for 
instance the standard model N = (N, 0, 1, +, . ,  <) of arithmetic and a nonstandard 
model N* = ([~*, 0", 1", +*, -*, <*) of Th(N). As noticed by Bergstra and Tucker 
[6], X* is inexpressive but Hoare's logic is complete relative to A c*. The last assertion 
follows from the expressiveness of N and Corollary 2.4.2. As to the inexpressiveness 
of N*, Bergstra and Tucker consider essentially the p.c.a. 
{~b} 3/{~}= {Xo~0} while -aXo~Xl do x0:= Xo+ 1 od {Xo~Xl} 
where 
.N'* 
Emin({~b} 3'{~}) = {8 s S(N*) 18(Xo) <~* 8(xl) and 8(Xo) is a standard number} 
is undefinable in N*; note that 
.N'* 
/~rnax({~} 3" {1~}) : S ( J~  go) 
is defined in .Ac* by the identically true formula. 
It is not difficult o construct examples where a definable intermediate or invariant 
property has to be chosen strictly, between Emi n and Emax, but we do not pause on 
this. Theorem 2.4.8 shall be applied in the next section. 
3. Main results and examples 
As we have just reviewed in the previous section, inexpressiveness means a sort 
of undefinability which can make Hoare's logic relatively incomplete; this becomes 
especially clear in [ 19]. We are now going to isolate a particular kind ofundefinability 
which implies a strong sort of relative incompleteness. 
3.1. Definitions and results 
Definition 3.1.1. FOr each ~ = a(~), we construct the p.c.a. 7re(a) = {true} y {~ ~ ~}, 
n n 
where x, y, ~ are 3 n distinct variables and 
3"= := := 
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We say that Hoare's logic is strongly incomplete relative to Ax~L(z )  iff 
cr~(t~)~ HDr(Ax) for some a e W(z). When Ax=Th(M),  we speak about strong 
incompleteness relative to M. 
Note that p.c.a.'s of the form ~rc(a) are trivially true in any z-structure, so that 
strong relative incompleteness implies relative incompleteness. Note also that strong 
incompleteness relative to structure M implies strong incompleteness relative to any 
specification which has M as a model. 
Definition 3.1.2. The z-structure M is strongly inexpressive iff there exists a zl- 
structure M~ which expands M (i.e. enriches M with the interpretation of some new 
symbols) and a program tz ~ W(z) such that the domain Aa(a) is definable in M~ 
but the graph Fa(a)  is undefinable in M~. In particular, this happens if Aa(a) is 
definable in M (the simplest case being A~(a) = S(M), i.e. tr total on M) but F~(a) 
is undefinable in M (take M1 = M!). 
Theorem 3.1.3. Hoare' s logic is strongly incomplete r lative to any strongly inexpressive 
structure. 
Proof. Let M be a strongly inexpressive r-structure and let zl, "~1 and a = ~(~) be 
as in the previous definition. Assume also that $ = $(~)~ L(zl) defines An(a)  in 
M~. We are going to show that 7re(a)~ HDr(MI), implying ~r¢(a)~ HDr(M). Recall 
the form of ~r~(a) in Definition 3.1.1 and put f lo=~:=~;a[~/~] ,  fll = 
~:=~;a[~/~] .  To derive a contradiction, suppose 1r¢(a)~HDr(M~). Then, by 
Theorem 2.4.8, there is a formula 7/~ L(zl) such that 
S~l(t rue, flo) c_ t/a, ~_ W~,(fl~, ~ ~ ~), 
(1) (2) 
where we can assume w.l.o.g, that 7/= ~/(~, ~, ~). Recalling Sa, = Aa,((x) and the 
construction of flo and ill, one has for all states 8 ~ S(M1): 
8(~) = a~(8(~))  (3) 
8 ~ Si f t ( t rue,  flo) (~ As~(a) 
8~ ~a, r~$ a, (4) 
by (1) 
8 E 71 aft1 (~ A '~I (~I )  
by (2) 
= (5) 
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Lines (3), (4), and (5) now show that the formula 
n P1 n 
X = X(~, ~)= qS(~) ^ :qzrl(x, y, ~.)~ L(zl) 
defines F'~(a) in ~¢~, contrary to the hypothesis. [] 
Although we have stated it for Hoare's logic, this theorem applies to more general 
formalisms. In fact, it is valid for any system having a composition operator for 
programs and inference rules for p.c.a.'s which require the existence of definable 
intermediate assertions. 
On the other side, we see that the p.c.a. 7re(a) used in the proof is true on any 
structure merely because of the organization of y's flow of control in time (two 
consecutive xecutions of a with different variables). In our opinion, the inability 
to exploit this fact is an essential weakness of Hoare's logic, which does not manifest 
on expressive structures because these have the ability to 'encode' arbitrary computa- 
tions in first-order formulae. There are programming logics which can formalize 
more powerful reasoning about the flow of control of programs while retaining a 
fully effective proof theory (i.e. one without infinitary formulae or rules). The 
interested reader is referred to the logic NDL of Andrrka, Nrmeti and Sain [2], 
which is able to derive all p.c.a.'s of the form 7re(a). In fact, it was an example 
from this paper that inspired our result. 
Now let us turn to obtain a class of structures whose inexpressive members are 
always strongly inexpressive. 
Definition 3.1.4. A while-program a ~ W(z) unwinds over the z-structure M iff there 
is a natural number k which uniformly bounds the lengths of all converging 
computations of a in M. The z-structure M has the unwind property for (total) 
while-programs iff every a ~ W(z) (total in M) unwinds over M. A program a ~ W(z) 
is a clock for the z-structure M iff a does not unwind over M and A~(a)  is definable 
in M. 
Structures with a clock are interesting for us because of the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.5. Let ~ be a z-structure. Assume that there exist a z~-structure ~1 
expanding ~ and programs or,/3 ~ W( z) such that F~ ( ot) is undefinable in ~1 and/3 
is a clock for ~1. Then ~ is strongly inexpressive. 
Proof. Assume that the hypotheses are true and that a = a(~) , /3  =/3(~)  where ~c, 
are 2n different variables. Take enough new variables Uo, ul, Wo, Wl, ~o, ~1 and 
construct in W(r)  the programs 
t~ = ~(~, Uo, ul, Wo, to) = t~o;while Wo ~ ul do t~ 1 od, 
/3=/3(~,  Uo, u~, wl, ~1)=/3o;while w~ u~ do/3~ od 
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as normal forms for a and fl, respectively, in the sense of Theorem 2.4.3. The 
similarity type has perhaps no boolean values; t~ and/~ use the variables Uo, ul to 
denote boolean values, occurring only in the right sides of assignments. We can 
assume that t~ and fi behave properly only when started with different inputs for 
Uo and ul, but diverge when Uo and ul receive the same input. 
We construct now the new program 
whi le wl ~ ul 
do i f  Wo ~ ul then t~l fi; 
A 
/31 
od. 
For every state ~ ~ S(M) it holds that 
iff ($(Uo)# 8(ul) and ~eA~( f l ) )  
and, consequently, A~(t~[fi) is definable in M1- But F (a[/3) is undefinable in M1. 
n m m 
To prove it by contradiction, assume that ~, y, uo, ul, Wo, Wl, Zo, zl are, in this order, 
the variables Vo,. . . ,  Vk-~ (where k is 2n +2m +4) and suppose the existence of a 
formula ¢b = dp(Vo,..., vk-1, Vk, . . . ,  V2k-1) ~ L(~h) which defines F~(t~l/3) in M1. The 
modified formula ~/, = ~b(Vo,..., v,-l, Vk,. . . ,  Vk+,-~) ~ L(~'I) constructed as 
q, = 3vn . . .  : : lvk_~3vk+. . . .  Bv2k-~(~v2.  ~ v2.+1 ^  6 ^ ~vk+2.+2 ~ vk+2.+l), 
defines then F~(a) ,  contrary to the hypothesis. Think that v2,, v2,+1 represent the 
initial values of Uo, u~ and that vk+2,+2 and vk+2,+l represent the final values of Wo 
and ul, respectively. As 13 is a clock for ~¢1, each convergent computation of a can 
be 'simulated' by ~[fi for some properly chosen initial values of 9, Uo, u~, Wo, w~, ~o 
m 
and zl. 
The program ~[/~ shows that M is strongly inexpressive. [] 
Corollary 3.1.6. Let CL be the class of all structures which have a clock For each 
member M of CL exactly one of the two following cases holds: 
(a) ~¢ is expressive and Hoare's logic is complete relative to ~¢. 
(b) M is strongly inexpressive and Hoare' s logic is strongly incomplete relative to M. 
Proof. Let M ~ CL. If M is expressive, then (a) holds because of Cook's completeness 
theorem. If M is inexpressive, then (b) holds because of Lemma 3.1.5 (applied with 
M1 = M) and Theorem 1.1.3. [] 
In the rest of this section we shall try to discuss the consequences of the just 
derived results, relating them to previous work of other authors and presenting 
examples. 
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3.2. Consequences and examples 
Wand [19] proved that Hoare's logic is incomplete relative to the structure 
At = (M, P'~, Q,a, R~,f~) defined by 
M:=MouMm where Mo:={0}×NlandMm:={1}×~, 
P~t = {(0, 0)}~ M, 
Q'~ = {(1, 0)}_ M, 
R ~ = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0,3),  (0, 6 ) , . . . ,  (0, lk(k + 1) ) , . . .}~ M, 
f~'M-->M where f((i,n)):--{ (i'n-1) if n>0,  
(i, n) otherwise. 
Graphically: 
R 
P R R 
where the arrows correspond to the effect of f~ .  
Wand's reasoning rests on the fact that the subset Mo of At's domain is undefinable 
in At. The proof of this uses Padoa's method from model theory, which is explained 
in Wand's paper. Actually, our Theorem 3.1.3 implies the strong incompleteness of 
Hoare's logic relative to At. To see it, consider the program 
a =whi le -1P(x)^-lQ(x) flo x:=f(x) od 
which is the same one used by Wand. Of course, a is total in At. The graph F'U(a) 
is undefinable in At, because if a formula ¢(x, y) of At's similarity type could define 
F~(a)  in At, the modified formula g~(x)= 3y(¢(x, y)A P(y)) would define Mo in 
At. Consequently, At is strongly inexpressive and Theorem 3.1.3 applies. Exactly 
the same argument works for the still simpler structure At'= (M, P~, Q~,f~). 
The results in Bergstra nd Tucker [7] show the incompleteness of Hoare's logic 
relative to the following structures: The standard model No = (N, 0 ~, succ ~) of 
successor arithmetic; the standard model Xm -- (N, 0 ~, 1 ~, +~) of Presburger's arith- 
metic; any algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, such as the complex numbers 
or algebraic numbers, and any real closed field such as the real numbers or real 
algebraic numbers. Actually, Hoare's logic is strongly incomplete r lative to all these 
structures. To prove it, we are going to apply Corollary 3.1.6. It is trivial to construct 
total clocks for No and -~(. m; for instance, the program 
fl = y := 0;while - ly ~ x do y := succ(y) od 
works for No. In fact, it is also very easy to show directly the strong inexpressiveness 
of No and .Arm, without using any clocks. 
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For the remaining cases we assume the similarity type ~" = (0, 1, +, .). Because of 
Corollary 2.4.2 and the model theoretic fact that the theories of algebraically closed 
fields of fixed characteristic and of real closed fields, respectively, are complete (cf. 
Chang and Keisler [8]), it suffices to consider the field ~o = (Co, 0 c°, 1 c°, + c°, "c°) 
of algebraic numbers and the field ~0 = (Ro, 0 a°, 1R°, + R°, "%) of real algebraic 
numbers. There is a program/3 e W(7) which works as a total clock for both ~o 
and ~o. This was already shown by Kfoury [15] and rests on the fact that every 
algebraic number a satisfies an equation 
k,a ' = ~ l,a ' (6) 
i=1  i=1  
for certain natural numbers n, ki, li. Natural numbers are embedded in both ~o and 
~o; equations uch as (6) are determined by sequences (n, k l , . . . ,  k,, 11,..., l,) 
which can be coded by natural numbers with the help of addition and multiplication; 
the while-program/3 can be designed to receive an algebraic number a as input in 
a variable x and systematically generate and try all equations (6) until one of them 
gets satisfied. 
In the examples we have just considered, one has a total clock matching the pattern 
:=f (~)  ; while X(~, 7) do ~ := g(~)  od, (7) 
where ~ act as input variables, ~ act as working variables, X(~, 3) is a quantifier-free 
formula, and f, g stand for mappings which can be programmed by means of 
while-programs. The idea is that the input ~ fires a search process in the structure 
and controls also the termination condition. 
In some cases, the pattern (7) can be simplified to 
m 
:= t; while qy l=x  do ~ := g(~)  od (8) 
m 
where t is a tupel of terms without free variables. Let us say that an infinite structure 
is effectively generable (by means of while-programs) if[ it has a total clock of the 
form (8). For instance, No and N1 have this property. Bergstra and Tucker [6] 
considered the computable structures with enumeration and proved that Hoare's logic 
is incomplete relative to any inexpressive structure of this kind. As a matter of fact, 
such structures are effectively generable and the result of Bergstra nd Tucker follows 
from our Corollary 3.1.6. 
To close this section and prepare the discussion in the next one, let us present 
two examples. 
Example 3.2.1. Let O x (1~ xN, succ n) where succn((i, n ) )= (i, n + 1). Intuitively, O 
consists of to disjoint copies of the natural numbers with successor. Consider the 
following program of O's similarity type: 
a = y := Xo; z := Xo ;while ~z  = xl do y := succ(succ(y)); z := succ(z) od 
B~.'5ot,~eek 
. :en.trU~ voor  V."~.-. ::.~.r:-.~.. -. ~--. ~:,~orrns t,.',c,a 
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Note that a computation of a n converges iff the input values of x0 and xl are of 
the form (i, m) and (i, n) with m <~ n, respectively, in which case the computed 
output value of y is the element (i, m+2(n-  m)). Due to this, Aa(a)  is definable 
in the expanded structure g2~ = (N x N, succ ~, Pa)  where 
Po  = {((i, m), (i, n)):  i, m, n ~ N, m <~ n} ~_ (N x I~)2; 
and, as Padoa's method allows to prove the undefinability of 
Q= {((i, m), (i, n), (i, m+ 2(m-n) ) ) : i ,  m, n~N, m<~ n}c_ (NxN)  3 
in O~, it follows that Fa(a)  is also undefinable in O~. Theorem 3.1.3 applies and 
Hoare's logic is strongly incomplete relative to g2. 
Example 3.2.2. Let ~= (H, e~, f  ~e) be the free algebra with a generator e~ and a 
binary operation f~ .  We can identify H with the set of all the terms without free 
variables of similarity type "r = (e,f) and assume e ~r = e as constant, f~e(tl, t2) = 
f (h ,  t2) as term. 
For each i ~ N let us define e~ ~ H recursively: 
eo = e, ei+l = f (% e). 
Consider the while-program 
a =y:= e; z := e; while - -az~x do z:=f(z,  e ) ;y :=f ( f (y ,  e), e) od 
of similarity type ~-. The domain Ag(a)  is definable in the expanded structure 
~1 = (H, e~, f  ~, p~e) where eg={ei ; i~N}~_ H; in fact, a computation of a g con- 
verges iff the input value of x is of the form ei, and the output value of y is then 
the element e2~. On the other side, one has the followfng lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.3. The relation Q = {(ei, e2i)" i ~ •} ~_ H x H is undefnable in ~.  
Proofsketch. Define f~,  f f :  H ~ H by 
f~(e)=f2~(e)=e,  f~( f ( t~, t2) )=t i  (i = 1, 2). 
Using the technique of elimination ofquantifiers (see [10]) it can be shown that each 
relation which is definable in ~'~ can be defined in ~£~=(H, -e~, f  ~, P~, f~, f2  ~) 
by means of a quantifier-free formula. It is also possible to prove that Q cannot be 
defined in this way. [] 
In view of  this, F~(a)  is also undefinable in ~,  Theorem 3.1.3 applies, and 
Hoare's logic is strongly incomplete relative to ~£. 
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Both of the structures O and ~ were envisaged by Urzyczyn [18]. This author 
showed the following result (see his paper for a definition of the involved notions). 
Theorem 3.2.4. (a) £2 has the unwind property for total effective definitional schemes 
( e.d.s." s). 
(b) ~ has the unwind property for total flowcharts with counters, but not for total 
e.d.s.' s. 
In particular, /2 and ~ have the unwind property for total while-programs and 
do not allow any total clock in the sense of our Definition 3.1.4. 
4. Conclusions and open questions 
The following classes of structures have emerged from our study: 
EXP = {M I M is expressive}, 
EXP- = {MI M is weakly expressive} 
= {M[ Hoare's logic is complete relative to M}, 
INC÷= {MI Hoare's logic is strongly incomplete relative to M}, 
INC = {M[ Hoare's logic is incomplete relative to M}, 
CL = {M] M has a clock}. 
The results obtained by us, together with previously known ones, show that the 
inclusion relationships among these classes correspond to the ones shown in Fig. 1. 
r 
N ~ empty? 
EXP- ,~ ~ INC 
No N1 
EXP I. N INC÷ 
Co Ro 
A c! R~' 
J 
CL 
Fig. I. 
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Let us locate some particular structures in this map and show the strictness of 
some inclusions. 
To begin, the natural model N of arithmetic is in EXP c~ CL, and any nonstandard 
model X* of Th()() is in EXP--EXP (remember the discussion at the end of 
Section 2). 
As shown in Section 3.2, some examples of structures in INC ÷ m CL are N0, 2(1, 
C~o, and ~o. To see that the class INC÷-CL is not empty, let us consider a definition 
and a result. 
Definition 4.1. Let M, ~ be z-structures. We say that ~ is an elementary extension 
of gt (in symbols, A~< ~)  if[ the two following conditions hold: 
(a) .d_  ~, i.e., ~ is an algebraic extension of M. 
(b) For every formula ~b ~ L(r) and every state 8 ~ S(M): M~ ~b(8) iff ~ ~b(8). 
Lemma 4.2. Each infinite structure M admits an elementary extension M* which has 
no clock. 
Proof. Let M be infinite. The existence of an elementary extension M* of M which 
has no total clock follows from [15, Theorem 2.5] (see also the main result in [14]). 
On the other side, the following is easy to check. 
Fact 4.3. I f  M~M* and qb defines A~*(a) or F~*(a) in M*, then qb defines also 
d ~ ( a ) or F~ ( a ), respectively, in M. 
Using this fact, Kfoury's proof can easily be adapted to yield the lemma. [] 
Because of Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 2.4.2, the structures No*, N*, c~o* and ~o* 
(among others) lie in INC÷-CL. 
If a structure has the unwind property for while-programs, then it is expressive 
(due to the formulae Conv~.k from Lemma 2.4.1) and has, of course, no clock. Such 
structures belong to EXP-CL and have been characterized by Kfoury [13]: Among 
them are all finite structures ,~, distributive lattices ~ and structures M whose theory 
is No-categorical; for details, see Kfoury's paper. 
The upper right comer in our diagram corresponds to the following open question. 
Question 4.4. Is there any structure such that Hoare's logic is incomplete, but not 
strongly incomplete, relative to it? 
Assume the existence of such a structure M ~ INC-INC +. Because of Corollaries 
3.1.6 and 2.4.2, no model M* of Th(~t) can have a clock. Using Fact 4.3, it is easy 
to prove the following fact. 
Fact 4.5. I f  M <~ M* and M* has a clock, then M has also a clock. 
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Let us say that a structure M is prime iff each model M* of Th(M) is (up to 
isomorphism) an elementary extension of M. In view of the last fact, prime structures 
without clock are interesting candidates for being a member of INC-INC ÷. By means 
of easy model theoretic techniques, it can be shown that the structures 12 and 
from Examples 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively, are both prime. As remarked at the 
end of Section 3, none of them possesses a total clock; but we have already seen 
that both of them belong to INC +. 
Let us finish with a second question which we find natural in the present context. 
Question 4.6. Is there any weakly expressive structure whose theory has no expressive 
models? 
Corollaries 3.1.6 and 2.1.4 assure us again that no model of the theory of such a 
structure can have a clock. From Fact 4.3 we have the following. 
Fact 4.7. I f  M <~ M* and M* is expressive, then M is also expressive. 
This, together with Fact 4.5, shows that prime structures without a clock are good 
candidates to examine, but we are not able to present any inexpressive and weakly 
expressive structure of this kind. Both this and the previous question seem to demand 
the discovery of quite strange structures. 
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